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Abstract—Internet software is an emerging software paradigm. Traditional evaluation methods for software reliability are no longer applicable because of the open and dynamic characteristics of the Internet software. In order to evaluate its reliability accurately, there must be a dynamic and open reliability evaluation approach. This paper presents the collection approach of the reliability-related data for the Internet software and its components. The paper also designs a software system for the reliability evaluation. The approach bases on the characteristics of Internet software; it uses aspect-oriented programming and pattern programming techniques to trace component real-time running data and save the data to a database. The approach can trace different granularity data according to the performance requirements of the system. The reliability evaluation system can predict the components and system reliability using the real-time data. This makes the components be selected expediently when the Internet software system is assembled dynamically. A case study is presented to illustrate the effectiveness of this approach.
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I. INTRODUCTION

With the development of the Internet, traditional software structure cannot meet the open and dynamic network environment which has unpredictable behaviors and autonomy nodes. In order to meet the challenge, a new emerging software paradigm, Internet software is developed. Ref. [1] gives the definition of the Internet software: “Essentially, Internet software is constructed by a set of autonomous software entities distributed over the Internet, together with a set of connectors enabling the collaboration among these entities in various fashions. The Internet software entities are able to be aware of the dynamic changes of the running environments, and continuously adapt to these changes by means of structural and behavioral evolutions.” From the definition we can see, as a new paradigm, Internet software has many different features compared with traditional software. The specific features are autonomous, cooperative, reactivity and multi-objective evolutionary [2]. These features lead to the entity behaviors of Internet software are unpredictable in the Internet environment. Traditional evaluation methods for software reliability fail to satisfy the requirements of the Internet software. It needs a new dynamic method to evaluate reliability of each unit and Internet software system [3].

The structure of traditional software will not change automatically after it has been developed and put into use[4]. Contrarily, at different times, the Internet software may use different components to finish the same function. The constitution paradigm of the Internet software is no longer a static tightly-coupled, but a dynamic assembly way. It will adjust and evaluate itself automatically according to the requirements of the function and reliability after perceiving changes in the external environment [1]. Sometimes a system needs the collaboration between components’ service to implement its required function. To ensure the function implementation, the selection of components not only depends on whether the components provide the desired services, but also depends on the reliability of the services.

Traditional approaches usually only give the overall reliability of a component [5-7], but do not give the reliability of each service. Therefore, it can’t be known whether the component meets the dynamic assembly requirements. For example, two components provide the same required services. The overall reliability of the first component is better than the second one. However, the reliability of the first component services used in the designed system is worse than the second one. Therefore, the second component should be selected. If a component provider does not provide the service reliability, a component user possibly makes the wrong choice select the first component. So if a user wants to make a right selection from many meeting requirement components, it is not enough only to know component reliability; the services’ reliability of a component should be obtained.
However, few studies focused on how to obtain the reliability of the component services before. The reliability evaluation of component service needs to accumulate a series of historical data from the real running environment, because there is a certain difference between the reliability of the emulation environment and the actual running environment. Moreover, designing the emulation environments for some complex systems are very difficult. Therefore, we should better trace each component service in the actual environment to obtain the information, and then evaluate the reliability. Just like Ref. [8] mentioned, “The reliability evaluation of the Internet software emphasizes a flexible dependability evaluation, inference and application mechanism based on historical information running in an open environment.” In order to achieve this goal, this paper proposes a dynamic data collection approach and an evaluation framework for the Internet software reliability.

The paper proposes an approach which uses AOP and pattern programming to select the appropriate connection point according to the evaluation granularity. The approach monitors the use of components and records the corresponding reliability data in real-time. Component users can obtain component reliability from the framework and can predict the running system reliability at a certain time. The trace type includes operation, error and other related information. The reliability evaluation results can be used to select the component in the dynamic assembly. The proposed method makes the collection of reliability data with the authenticity, continuity and integrity.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II presents works related to studying. Section III introduces the main process. Section IV discusses the dynamic collection approach and reliability evaluation. In Section V, we give a demonstration and performance analysis. Finally, we conclude this study.

II. RELATED WORK

Some researchers proposed techniques for monitoring software executions[9]. Ref. [10] proposed a method to generate tests for single components and for their integration automatically. The method focuses on test and integration; it is unconcerned with reliability data collection. Ref. [11] gave a method that could automatically analysis methods in the bytecode, but it is only used for Java language. Ref. [12] presented an infrastructure for monitoring and managing distributed middleware, but the method is a bit complicated for the dynamic collection of the Internet software data. Bertolino proposed approaches for tracing dependability and performance of connected systems [13]. It focused on dynamically connected systems. Ref. [14] proposed an extension for the conventional dynamic data flow analysis to test Java programs. It focuses on Java programs.

Recently, there have been many literatures about how to apply AOP technology to trace the behaviors of software system and test software reliability [15-18]. Ref. [15] focuses on fault detection and recovery using AOP technology. Ref. [15] proposed a method to obtain the reliability information dynamically in a software system using AOP, but the trace granularity is bigger. The method only concerns the reliability of the entire component. It neither concretely concerns the used behaviors’ reliability of a component, nor records the interaction information of each component’s behavior. Ref. [16] focus on the collection of software maintainability dynamic metrics using AOP. Ref. [17] mainly studied how to use AOP for automatic testing. Ref. [18] mainly concerns the reliability of the design phase. These methods do not address how to collect the running data and evaluate reliability in the open Internet software environment detailed. Ref. [16] presented an AOP-based framework for collecting dynamic metrics, it only suits for the component programed in java language.

III. MAIN PROCESS OF THE PROPOSED METHOD

Generally speaking, a component has a reliability index after it has developed. The index is usually assessed in the test environment. The test value will inevitably have the deviation from the value coming from the real running environment, because the test environment is different from the actual running environment. Therefore, we should collect the data from the real running environment, dynamically measure the component reliability based on the collected data. Dynamic reliability assessment is based on the idea; data are collected automatically while the component is used in the real environment. The main process is shown in Fig.1.

![Figure 1. The selection and information collection for component](image)

A component combined with its trace code is put into the component database. Component users select a component form the database when they design system. Component users evaluate the reliability of the selected component. If the reliability does not come up to the requirements, they select another one. When the designed system is running, trace code will collect the running information and store them into the reliability information database automatically. Component users will use these collected data to select component when they design system or used for Internet software dynamically assembling. This paper mainly discusses how to program the trace code and the way of using collected data.
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IV. DYNAMIC COLLECTION OF RELIABILITY DATA

A. Granularity of data collection

A component is usually implemented using object-oriented technology. Component and object are abstract descriptions of the real world, which encapsulate reusable code. However, the object provides methods to a user, and the components provide services to a user. A component may contain one or more objects. The component services are ultimately achieved through some concrete methods of the objects inside the component. So the reliability-related data collection can be divided into different granularity according to the concrete circumstances. It can be divided into component-level, object-level, service level and method level. The collected information can include component’s ID, component running time, the called object of the component, the services of the component, the methods of the object, their success or failure information and so on.

The data collection of the component-level regards the component as a whole and its internal structure is not concerned. Only the two processes are traced; the two processes are the reference of the component and the completion of the assigned functions. The collected data include the times of success and failure, the component running time, the interaction between components and so on. The component reliability is evaluated based on the collected data.

The reliability data collection of object-level is more fine-grained. This way traces the use of the objects of a component. The trace includes the interaction between the objects, the times of success and failure, and so on. Generally speaking, the objects in a component are packaged together, so that the communication reliability cannot be considered, namely, communication among objects in a component is reliable.

The data collection of service-level means monitoring the use of each service and collecting the related information. Many components not only provide one service, so obtaining the reliability of each service is more meaningful. Some systems only use some of the services of a component, not all the services, so we should use the actually used services of a component to evaluate the system reliability.

We can trace each method of the object in a component and collect its running information. Using this method, we can obtain the called frequency and locate faults for each method. The traced methods include the external and internal methods. The external method is the “public” method and is used for objects to call one another in a component, and it can be defined as a service of the component. The internal method is “private” or “protected” method in an object. The internal method cannot be called direct by other objects. It can only be called within its object.

The choice of the collection granularity depends on the actual situation because the data are collected in a real running environment of a system; the trace code may affect the performance of the system. We should consider the following aspects: First, efficiency, if the system requires a high operating efficiency, we cannot use more fine-grained data collection methods, otherwise the efficiency will be decreased and affect the system operation. The second is the available information of the component. If the internal structure information of the component is not available, we had better use component-level or service-level collection method. Otherwise we can use object-level or method-level collection method. No matter what kind of granularity is used may affect the performance of the system. In order not to affect the actual use of the system, we should choose the granularity according to the performance requirements of the system.

Bytecode instrumenting tools [11] or middleware functionality [12] can be used to collect running data, but the two methods are a bit complicated. We will use the adapter pattern [19], proxy pattern [19] and weaving method for online data collection. These three methods are more convenient. After the data collection, codes are combined with a component, if only the internal codes of the component are modified, the data collection codes will not require modification. We can simply replace the original component with the new one.

B. Data collection using adapter

The adapter pattern [19] can translate one interface for a class into a compatible interface. By this way, the components which interfaces are incompatible can work together. The adapter pattern is often referred to as the wrapper pattern or simply a wrapper. Data collection is achieved by a wrapper of a component. We use a wrapper wrap the component so that the component provides its services to outside through the wrapper. We put the tracing code in the wrapper avoid modifying the component code. This way can be used COTS components and other components. The component wrapping diagram is shown in Fig. 2. This method can collect service-level and component-level reliability information.

A typical code structure is as follows.

```java
public class ComponentAdapter implements Target {
    private Component adaptee;
    Private ReliabilityTrace reliabilityTrace;
    public ComponentAdapter (Component adaptee) {
        this.adaptee=adaptee;
    }
    public void F1() {
        reliabilityTrace.before();
        adaptee.F1();
    }
}
```

Figure 2. The wrapped component
The “ReliabilityTrace” is a class. This class is used for trace component running information of different granularity and storing them into a database. The “Component” is wrapped by “ComponentAdapter.”

C. Data collection using proxy

Proxy pattern [19] provides a proxy object for a single object, and the proxy object controls the reference of the object. We can put tracing code in the proxy object and avoid modifying the component code. However, we have to design a proxy for every component and put some necessary code. The workload is bigger. Component proxy diagram is shown as Fig.3.

A typical code structure is as follows.

```java
public class ProxyComponent implements ComInterface {
    Component realCom = null;
    public void F1() {
        if (realCom == null) {
            realCom = new Component();
        }
        reliabilityTrace.before();
        realCom.F1();
        reliabilityTrace.after();
    }
    ...
}
```

D. Data collection using AOP

Aspect-Oriented Programming (AOP) [20] is an extension of the object-oriented paradigm. AOP uses “crosscutting” technology to encapsulate the common behaviors into the called “aspect” reusable modules. The common behaviors usually are not relevant to the business and impact many classes. AOP reduces code duplication and coupling between modules in a system. It is beneficial to system maintainability and maneuverability. According to “cross-cutting” technology, AOP divides a software system into two parts: the core concerns and crosscutting concerns. The functions which the system provides are the core concern; another part which has little relationship with the functions is a crosscutting concern, such as: user authentication, logging, security, etc. There are two ways of the AOP implementation: dynamic crosscutting and static crosscutting. Dynamic crosscutting is implemented by intercepting the object receiving message and replaces the original object’s behaviors with the new behaviors. The second is a static crosscutting. Compiler weaves the aspect codes into the original codes when the program is compiled. It does not dynamically change an object's behavior.

Currently, there are hundreds of AOP-related projects. The mainstream program languages, such as Java, C++, C#, etc., support AOP. The java-based AOP tools, which have been adapted for commercial use, mainly include Aspectj, AspectWerkz, SpringFramework and Jboss and so on. AOP includes the following features:

- join point: an execution point
- point cut: a structure used to capture join point
- advice: the execution code of point cut. It is the implementation of “aspects”
- aspect: the composition of point cuts and advice
- introduce: it is used to introduce additional methods or properties for object, which can modify the object structure.

This section will present how to use AOP techniques to get the actual operation information of the components in the open dynamic Internet software environment.

The Aspectj method weaves aspect code into a component. The advantage of this method is that we can obtain more fine-grained information of a component, such as the method running information within a component or an object. The weaving method is shown as Fig.4.

A typical code structure is as follows.

```java
public aspect TraceAspect {
    pointcut TracePointcut(): call(* F1(..)) || call(* F2(..));
    before(): TracePointcut() {
        reliabilityTrace.before();
    }
}
```
E. Reliability evaluation

A component user can choose an existing model or design their own model for evaluating components’ reliability in the system design stage using the collected historical data of the components. Based on the evaluating results, the component user decides whether to use the components. In order to facilitate developer to select components, we can add a variety of typical models such as J-M model [21], NHPP model [22], Musa Basic model [23] to the component management system. We use the NHPP [22] model as an example to describe the calculation method.

NHPP models are widely used for evaluating software reliability. It is an “exponential model”. The execution of the Internet software can be modeled as a fault counting process. If the last failure occurred at time \( t \), the software reliability in the time interval \((t, t + x)\) is as follows.

\[
R(x|t) = e^{-m(t+x)-m(t)} \tag{1}
\]

\( m(t) \) is the expected number of faults which experiences up to a certain time \( t \). \( m(t) \) can be calculated using the collected data.

The components in the Internet software distribute on Internet nodes. They are assembled by network connection. The communication reliability impacts the overall system, so the communication reliability must be considered. Suppose \( m_s(t) \) is the system expected number of fault to time \( t \) then \( m_s(t) \) as follows:

\[
m_s(t)= \sum_{j=1}^{N_s}m_i(t_c+t)+T_i)-m_i(T_i)+\sum_{j=1}^{N_s}\sum_{i=1}^{N}\sum_{j=1}^{N}\sum_{i=1}^{N_s}d_i(\pi_i t_j+T_j)-d_i(T_j) \tag{2}
\]

Where \( t = t_c + t_i \), \( t_i \) is sum of all components’ execution time to the time \( t \). \( t_j \) is sum of all components’ communication time to the time \( t \). \( \pi_i j \) is the execution time proportion of component \( i \) in the time \( t_c \). \( \pi_i j \) is the proportion which component \( i \) communicates with component \( j \) in the time \( t \). \( T_i \) is the time that component \( i \) has executed. \( T_j \) is the time that component \( i \) has communicated with component \( j \). \( N_s \) is the sum of system components.

If the communication is reliable, and we do not consider the internal structure of components, then (2) becomes (3).

\[
m_s(t)= \sum_{i=1}^{N_s}[m_i(t_c+t_i)-m_i(T_i)] \tag{3}
\]

V. DEMONSTRATION AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

A. The ATM system for demonstration

OSGi(open services gateway initiative) [24] provides a service-oriented, component-based development approach. Nowadays, some literatures present the development of the Internet software based on OSGi [25, 26]. We will use an ATM (automated teller machine) system to illustrate the method presented in this paper. The system is developed based on R-OSGi platform. The system running information will be captured by the trace code and stored to a database. We develop a component management system to evaluate the reliability of each component and system using the collected information. Fig.5 is the overview of the component register and use.

The ATM system includes four components: system main component (ATMmain), security management component (SecurityManager), transaction processing component (TransactionProcessor) and data access component (DataAccessor). The interaction among these components is shown as Fig.6.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I. SERVICES PROVIDED BY THESE COMPONENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ATMmain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mainFram</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>encrypt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>modifyPwd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>verifyUser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>getCardID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>decrypt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>checkPwd</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5. The overview of components register and use

Figure 6. The components relationships in the Atm system

We use the methods presented in this paper to collect the execution information of the system. And then use the collected data to evaluate the system and component reliabilities. Table I shows the services provided by the components.
B. Using AspectJ method for data collection

Using AspectJ method collects the system running information. The class diagram of trace code is shown in Fig. 7. The “TraceAspect” is the aspect code for tracing the operational information of each unit, the “Process” is used to process the obtained information obtained, and the “DataAccess” is used to store the processed information to a database. In order to minimize the impact to the system, the collected data are not real-time stored to the database. The collected data are kept in a queue. These data are stored to the database after an ATM user finishes all of his operations.

Figure 7. Data collection model using AspectJ

C. Reliability evaluation system

Besides the ATM system, we also developed a system to present how to use the collected data. The developed system can show all collected data, evaluate a component and a system reliability using the collected data, calculate the components’ interaction frequencies, use frequency of each component, and performance analysis.

After a period of execution of the system, we accumulate some trace data. These data can be used to evaluate the reliability. Fig. 8 shows the failure information of components obtained by trace method proposed above.

Figure 8. Failure information of the components

The transition probabilities between components and used probabilities are shown in Fig. 9. These values can be used to evaluate the components and the system reliability when we develop a new system.

Figure 9. The transition probabilities and use frequencies the components

D. Comparison of performance

In order to compare the performance of a system for different trace method with the system which does not have the trace codes, we developed the ATM systems using different trace methods mentioned above. One is no reliability data collection. The other three ones use different methods for reliability data collection. The first one uses AspectJ for reliability data collection, the second uses adapter for reliability data collection, and the third uses proxy method for reliability data collection. We run the four systems in the same environment and compare the performance. The results are as follows.

Figure 10. The evaluating results of components and system reliability

Fig. 10 shows the reliability evaluating results of the components and system using some models according to the collected data.
From Table II and Fig.11 we can see that the Aspectj trace method has the minimal impact on system performance. The average running time of the services in the system which uses the Aspectj trace is only lower 1.52% than the method that has no data collection; the second is the adapter trace method, the average running time of the services is 3.22% slow; the last is the proxy trace method, the service average running time is 7.95% slow. Aspectj trace has the least impact on system performance, but the method requires that the programming language of the components must support the Aspectj technology. The other two methods have larger application scope; especially the adapter trace method is suitable for components written in any program language. However, the adapter trace mode and proxy trace mode will make the data trace code tangle with the component together.

VI. CONCLUSION

Aiming at the Internet software, this paper proposes the automatic dynamic data collection methods and the component evaluation framework. Usually the reliability of commercial-off-the-shelf components is a static value. The value cannot represent the real reliability of the component that runs in the Internet. The components of the Internet software will evolve continuously; its system performance requirements, this paper gives the data collection methods of different granularity. We can select a proper method according to the actual system performance requirements.

The method presented in this paper is only a preliminary model. The selection of granularity depends on the system information we can get. If we want to use the method-level collections, we must have the source code or component internal information. How to collect method-level information in the absence of source code conveniently needs further study.
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